Win New Clients.
Build Stronger Relationships.
The Staffing Guide to Business Development on LinkedIn

In this guide, we’ll share tips and tactics you can use

Introduction
Let’s face it, the staffing industry seems more
competitive than ever. With so many communication
streams, it can feel like it’s increasingly difficult to get

on LinkedIn to win new business in today’s competitive
marketplace. We’ll help you:
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a prospect’s attention, and the traditional methods of
cold calling and sending blind emails simply aren’t as
effective as they once were. And, because clients have
so much more access to information through their own
networks and the web, it can feel like your job is more
difficult than it’s ever been. But the truth is, if you put all
those resources to work for you, it can be easier to build
a pipeline of talent you can trust.
Today, the key is to act like a marketer. The most
successful sale professionals invest in their personal and
company brands and actively engage with prospects
through branded content and direct communication,
keeping their firms top of mind when it’s time to fill a
role. As a result, they’re able to recruit new clients and
deepen existing client relationships – and steadily grow
their businesses.
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CHAPTER 1

Build your brand
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What is a brand and
why is it important
to have one?

Your brand is the sum of all the experiences your clients
and candidates have with you. It’s built from many things:
your track record, your relationships, and your recruiting
approach. It includes your industry, company, and role
knowledge. The stronger your brand is, the easier it is for
clients and candidates to say “YES!”
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Create a personal brand
It all starts with your LinkedIn profile. Viewing member profiles is the #1 activity on LinkedIn, so it’s likely that your profile may be the
first place clients go to research information on you and your firm. Your profile offers them a snapshot of who you are and insight into
how you can be of service. So it’s important to showcase your professional knowledge, capabilities, and achievements.

Here are some tips to separate yourself from the pack:
Enhance your profile

Include contact information

Add rich media

Get recommendations

Add an instant message (IM)

Showcase your achievements

Ask for recommendations

handle, such as one for Skype or

and your firm’s capabilities.

from your peers, clients, and

Google Hangouts. IM is an easy

Upload links to videos about

candidates you’ve placed. This

way to share leads and send

your firm’s culture, articles about

helps build your credibility and

quick notes, rather than sending

your firm’s accomplishments,

gives visitors a sense of what

Engaging, friendly professional photo:

emails they may never see. And,

presentations you’ve put

it’s like to work with you. Think

Profiles with a photo are 21x more likely to

if you add your professional

together, blog posts, and more.

about it: If a VP-level client

Twitter handle to your profile,

Consider recording a short video

gives you a recommendation,

you can share LinkedIn updates

introducing yourself: who you

other VPs will see that you’re

on Twitter as well.

are, who your audience is, and

a recommended source and it

what industry trends might be

could very well increase your

affecting potential clients.

chance of winning

be viewed.*
Descriptive headline: Your headline
appears in search results, so make sure it’s
clear. You can go beyond your title or role.
What would stand out to a potential client?
Essential links: Include links to your firm’s
website, LInkedIn Company Page, and

their business.

anywhere else a client can go to learn more.
Killer summary: Overinvest in your
summary. Use the first person. Give clients
insight into your experience, success, and
why they would want to work with you.

* LinkedIn Data 2018
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Build your firm’s brand
Once you’ve polished your personal LinkedIn profile till it shines, turn to your firm’s Company Page and showcase your firm’s basic
information, latest updates and industry news, and new job opportunities.

Tips for a great Company Page on LinkedIn:
Be visual

Be SEO-friendly

Be current

Include your company’s logo and a

Google previews a short snippet of your

Consistent posting on the LinkedIn feed

cover image to bring your page to life.

page text, so be sure that your description

encourages engagement and fosters

Your logo appears when members search

leads with powerful, keyword-rich copy.

familiarity. Share industry articles or thought

for your company as well as on your

On LinkedIn, members can search for

leadership pieces, or ask followers to weigh

employees’ profiles.

companies by keyword, so include words

in on hot topics.

and phrases that describe your firm’s
expertise and industry focus.

6x

Companies with logo images get

Pro Tip

If you post occasional firm-related news,
make sure it delivers a specific benefit to
your followers. Posts will appear on your
Company Page and in the feed on the

more traffic to
their pages

homepage of each of your followers across
all devices and platforms.

Updates posted in the morning usually earn the highest engagement, with a slight bump occurring again after business hours.
Experiment to see what works best for your firm.

Want to attract even more clients and candidates? See pages 18-19 to learn about LinkedIn Career Pages.
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CHAPTER 2

Engage on LinkedIn
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Prep the soil
for the best results

Now that your brand is up to date, you’re ready to
engage with your audience. But before you reach out
directly to a prospect, there are a few steps that will help
position you as a thought leader.
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Use personal status updates
A simple way to make your brand sticky is to share personal status updates. They’re the perfect way to stay top of mind and engage
with your LinkedIn connections at scale.
Stand out

Stay engaged

Use rich media, such as images, videos, or

Comment on your clients’ or placements’

presentations. The more likes, comments,

posts. These conversations help give you

and shares your content receives, the further

exposure in their networks.

it reaches throughout the LinkedIn network.

Create interactive updates
Be a thought leader

Engage with your network by mentioning

Status updates are a powerful tool for

connections in your updates. You can do

thought leadership. If you’re in a hunting

this by typing “@” followed by the member’s

role, you can’t always be pinging the people

name. You can also add your firm’s name to

you’re trying to sell to. Status updates are a

a status update to engage members through

good way to stay visible while you’re waiting

your Company Page.

for them to respond. Share insights with
your clients and challenge their beliefs with
compelling data and information.

Pro Tip

98%

higher comment rate if you have images

75%

higher share rate if YouTube videos play
directly in the LinkedIn feed

20x

more likely to share video than any other
type of content across LinkedIn

Make sure your content reaches the right people. Don’t forget to connect with existing clients, prospects, and heavy hitters within
your industry. But don’t just add anyone – add quality connections and people you know. Your LinkedIn feed will become a gold mine
of competitive intel. The more relevant connections you have, the more mutual connections you’ll uncover.
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“I have a high InMail response rate,
and I attribute that in part to the fact that
I’m putting out compelling information in my
status updates. You have to build your brand
alongside using LinkedIn to reach out.
You have to build those relationships.”

Evelyn Milani

President
Avanti Recruitment Solutions
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Join LinkedIn Groups
Groups are another powerful channel you can use to engage with potential clients and get your brand in front of specific audiences.
They provide a place for professionals in the same industry or with similar interests to share content, find answers, post and view
jobs, make business contacts, and establish themselves as industry experts. There are countless options to join with more than 2.1
million groups on LinkedIn. Find groups by clicking the grid menu in the top right of your LinkedIn homepage.

3 tips to become a LinkedIn Groups engagement guru
1. Join targeted groups

2. Don’t be idle

3. Post, don’t sell

Join groups that are related to the industry

Once you’ve become a member, engage with

To get the most out of your groups, don’t

and geographic area in which you’re

other members in the group to help keep

post your most recent sales pitch; instead,

prospecting for customers. This will help you

your brand relevant. You never know, some

authentically engage with the members.

gain further information about the trends and

of them could be potential clients.

Share thoughtful pieces of content about

news they care about.

what’s going on in the industry. It will add
to your credibility and others in the group
could reach out to you, as an expert, to help
them fill their next open role. You can also
post your jobs in relevant groups to show
members that you work on roles related

3.

to them.
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Customize your requests
If you find a potential client, send them an invitation to connect on LinkedIn.
Make sure to personalize why you’re reaching out in the request.

Congrats on your growth!
Hello Gabriel!
I just read about your recent merger in the Business Time. Congratulations.
I wanted to introduce myself and my company, Flexis Staffing Agency. We
partner with our clients to understand their culture, growth goals, and hiring
projections. Simultaneously, we work with our candidates to understand their
goals, career growth, and experience. This approach enables us to provide
clients not only with top talent, but more importantly the right people to help
scale their business.
I would love to chat with your about your current staffing needs. Let me know
when you might be available this week.
Thanks,
Alex Jones
Congrats on your growth!
Hello Gabriel!
I just read about your recent merger in the Business Time. Congratulations.
I wanted to introduce myself and my company, Flexis Staffing Agency. We
partner with our clients to understand their culture, growth goals, and hiring
projections. Simultaneously, we work with our candidates to understand their
goals, career growth, and experience. This approach enables us to provide
clients not only with top talent, but more importantly the right people to help
scale their business.
I would love to chat with your about your current staffing needs. Let me know
when you might be available this week.
Thanks,
Alex Jones
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CHAPTER 3

Recruit new clients on LinkedIn
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The table is set...
bon appétit

LinkedIn is a complete recruiting ecosystem where you
can leverage and reach out to mutual connections. As
a staffing professional, those warm leads are key. In
this section, we’ll cover several strategies you can use
to eliminate going in with a hard sale and techniques to
uncover new business.
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Search for alumni connections
The alumni functionality in your LinkedIn account allows you to browse members that went to the same school as you. Narrow down
by location, role, and company to – ta-dah – reveal 2nd-degree connections and warm leads based on a mutual love for your school
or university. Mention your common connections in your initial outreach to kick off the conversation on a positive note.

Pro Tip

After you’ve narrowed down your list to your 2nd-degree connections, search the names of the prospects you’re targeting in
Recruiter. Contact them directly by sending an InMail, and be sure to mention your mutual love for your school or university and
your common connection.
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Mine LinkedIn Groups for leads
In addition to being a place where you can gain valuable information and engage with members, LinkedIn Groups can be a useful
lead generation tool. Within the groups you’ve joined, you can see which companies are posting jobs. These job posters are likely
active on LinkedIn and potentially open to a conversation.
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Experiment with media
Media tools are a great way to capture your audience at various stages. Video ads tell a rich story about your brand and drive
qualified customers. Dynamic ads serve up personalized ads at scale. Sponsored Updates run targeted ads in the LinkedIn feed.
You can use email lists or company, function, and title to target candidates.

Dynamic ads

Video ads

Sponsored Updates
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Visit potential
clients’ Company
and Career Pages
Company and Career Pages provide a wealth
of information on a company’s hiring activities.
Search your prospect’s Company Page to see
who you’re connected to within the company,
the company’s growth by function, and their job
openings by function. Check out the Career Pages
of companies you’re hoping to work with for intel
on open roles. Bring this brain power to your next
call or outreach.

Pro Tip

Follow existing clients, your competitors, and prospective clients to get the inside scoop. When you follow a company, their news
shows up on your LinkedIn feed: new jobs posted, who’s joining or leaving the company, and status updates. These tidbits can give
you a great reason to reach out to a prospect.
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Optimize your Career Pages
Help candidates and clients connect with your jobs and company with LinkedIn Career Pages. You can give potential clients (and
candidates) an inside peek into what you do and show off your references with testimonials.

Reach both of your audiences
Send potential candidates and clients the right
message with audience views tailored to them.

Capture greater interest (and revenue)
Add a fully customizable Contact Us module on
your page to collect contact info from potential
clients to help grow your business.
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Power your search
with Recruiter
Professional
Services
Recruiter Professional Services (RPS) is a premium
recruiting tool for staffing professionals. It provides
you with powerful search filters, the ability to reach out
directly to candidates and clients, and features to help
you manage your workflow. For those running a full
desk, it’s a one-stop shop where you can tackle both

How to build your business with RPS:
Alerts
When a client leaves their current company, you want to be the first to know.
In Recruiter, you can turn on Update Me alerts to notify you when your client
makes a move. Anytime your client updates their profile, you’ll get a notification
on your Recruiter homepage, so you can congratulate them on their new role –
and land their new company or department as a client. You’ll also be able to ask
who’s replacing them in order to retain their previous company as a client.
Expand your footprint at a client site: Anytime someone relevant joins your
client’s company, you can reach out to them saying you do business with their
company and would love to be a contact for them in the future.

Tip: If you see that someone now falls within your search criteria because they
were promoted, your outreach can be a congratulatory message vs. a hard sell
right off the bat.

your recruiting and business development needs.
Search Insights
Recruiter has unique insights about specific talent pools. With Search Insights
you can quickly identify key information about the talent you’re sourcing for
and easily discover which companies are hiring the type of contractors that
are in your pipeline.

Search and outreach
Once you know which companies are hiring, you can use Recruiter
to find the hiring managers for the function you’re recruiting for.
Then, armed with a targeted list of hiring managers, simply start reaching out.
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Send a message to top prospects
You’ve found them – now engage with them. LinkedIn messages connect you to potential candidates and clients in a professional
environment. Messages are a great way to nurture budding relationships and accelerate candidates along their journey to becoming
your next placement. Send a message to anyone who applies to your open request as well as to candidates our team has matched
to your role. For those with a subscription to Recruiter Professional Services, you can send messages to members outside of your
network through your supply of InMail, LinkedIn’s messaging platform.

4 tips to get started with InMail
Lana Zeises
Senior Recruiter at Flexis Staffing Agency
InMail • Your Austin experience is needed

1. Grab attention
Experiment with subject lines that stand out. Sometimes shock value
works, sometimes a tease works (Our call scheduled for Wednesday), and
sometimes it’s best to highlight a connection.

May 9, 8:38 AM

Hi Kevin,

2. Be conversational

I saw your profile online and immediately thought of you for a job opportunity. I’m
a recruiter with Flexis Staffing Agency and we’re searching for a Sales Training
Specialist to join our client’s Media Sales team. This role will be responsible for
the instructional design and development of training materials for the sales and
account management teams which is right in your wheelhouse.

Craft a message as if you were speaking with a friend. Don’t lead with the

I noticed that you used to work for Elicix in Austin and that’s the training
model that our client is looking to emulate. Your experience could be really
valuable as the client is ramping up and looking for leaders. This is a great job
in a good company with lots of room for growth. You would be working out
of either the Sunnyvale or San Francisco offices, with a moderate amount of
travel expected.

3. Personalize it

Let me know if you’d like to discuss the opportunity further. If you’re
not interested but know someone who might be, I’d welcome the
recommendation.
Thanks for your time and attention. Hope this works out.
Lana

* Inside the Mind of Today’s Candidate, LinkedIn

job description, but focus on building a relationship.

Mention a shared interest or connection, or something from their profile
that caught your eye.

4. Excite someone
Avoid simply describing the open position. 37% of employees switch roles
for growth opportunities, so share all the potential opportunities available
for the role – and within the company.*
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Subscribe to our blog
LinkedIn Talent Solutions offers a full range of recruiting
solutions to help organizations of all sizes find, attract, and
engage the best talent. Founded in 2003, LinkedIn connects
the world’s professionals to make them more productive and

Connect with us on LinkedIn

successful. With 540+ million members worldwide, LinkedIn is
the world’s largest professional network.

Check out our SlideShare

Request free demo
Follow us on Twitter

See our videos on YouTube

Products and insights

Follow us on Facebook

